The German legend of the sorcerer Doctor Faustus is the primary source for Christopher Marlowe’s tragedy of the same name, but to what extent was Marlowe, and late-sixteenth-century English culture generally, influenced by confusion with the Doctor Faust or Faustus who appears in early histories of the printing press? This essay explores the historical connection between print technology and magic, specifically focusing on humanist encyclopedic books and their supernatural resonances, suggesting that such a dark side of the print revolution, alive in the early modern English imagination, influenced ideas about authorship and reading.
Doctor Faustus and the Printer’s Devil
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In Actes and Monuments, his encyclopedic history of the English church, John Foxe pauses in his account of the reign of Henry VI to celebrate the invention of the printing press, which he praises as a catalytic tool of the Reformation. Print technology, says Foxe, is a “divine and miraculou[s] gift from God to the Protestant cause, an aid “to convince darkenesse by lyght, errour by truth, ignorance by learnynge.” In the first edition of 1563, Foxe notes that printing was “yrste invented and founde oute, by one Jhon Guttenbergh in Strawesborow, and afterward by hym made perfecte and complete in Muntz.” A helpful marginal gloss says simply “1440 / The art of printing is [[in]vented.” In updating the 1570 second edition of Actes and Monuments, however, Foxe made extensive revisions throughout the text, correcting, amplifying, and adding new supporting materials. Here, his account of the invention of printing expands more than threefold in length and detail, with several sources newly cited in the text and the margin. Foxe now avers, with characteristic scrupulousness, that various authors date the birth of printing to 1440, 1446, or 1450. More significantly, in this edition he reassesses the credit for inventing the printing press to “a Germaine . . . named Joan Faustus, a goldesmith . . . The occasio[n] of this inve[n]tion, first was by engraving the letters of the Alphabet in mettall; who then laying blacke yxke upon the mettall, gave the forme of the letters
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